Strain-rate sensitivity of the rabbit MCL diminishes at traumatic loading rates.
This study was performed to determine whether the viscoelastic behavior of ligaments persists at high rates of loading, such as those associated with sports-related trauma or motor vehicle accidents. Medial collateral ligaments (MCLs) from 22 skeletally mature New Zealand White rabbits were tensile tested quasi-statically and via two impact conditions at displacement rates of 0.17 mm/s (n=22), 640+/-160 mm/s (n=10) and 2500+/-270 mm/s (n=12) (corresponding to strain rates of approximately 1.0%/s, 3660%/s and 14,000%/s, respectively). Despite dramatic increases in displacement rate, only a modest strain-rate effect was observed when the specimens tested quasi-statically were compared to those tested via impact (24% and 37% increases in stiffness and failure load, respectively). There were no differences in the structural (e.g. 145+/-30 and 136+/-29 N/mm stiffness values, respectively) or failure properties (e.g. 434+/-91 and 443+/-154 N failure load values, respectively) of the two impact-tested groups. Our findings suggest that the rabbit MCL is not viscoelastic at loading rates approximating those associated with high-energy trauma.